from moving into the gravel below,” says Granath.

The top 14 inches of rootzone is a mixture of 90 percent selected sand and ten percent peat. The two-by-four-inch plastic grids were mixed into the top six inches of sand with a loader before being installed. The grids, with half-inch openings, interlock with each other and the turfgrass roots to resist tearing by the horses’ hooves.

Ten acres of Tifgreen 328 hybrid bermudagrass from Foster Turf Farms in La Quinta, CA, was installed by Sports Turf & Facility Management of Anaheim, in eleven days. Another half-inch of the sand/peat mix was topdressed over the sod.

Because the track was widened, the irrigation system had to be upgraded to Rain Bird 87 pop-up rotary sprinklers regulated by a specially-designed computerized controller from SW Racing Systems. The system will also include fertigation.

Granath, and a turf manager yet to be hired, have until October 4, 1989, to get the new course established.

“Turf races are growing in popularity,” said Granath. “They allow many European horses, which are trained and race on grass, to compete successfully in this country. But their meets are short and give turf courses a chance to repair damaged turf courses. We are looking for a turf surface that can stand up to an extended racing season.”

BRAVES HIRE KOEHNKE TO MANAGE FIELDS

The Atlanta Braves recently hired Brandon Koehnke as the team’s head groundskeeper for Atlanta/Fulton County Stadium and its minor league operations. At age 24, Koehnke became the youngest head groundskeeper in the Major League. He took over the Braves’ position vacated by Sam Newpher.

Koehnke, a former minor league ball player, was previously assistant groundskeeper for the Houston Astros at Osceola County Stadium & Sports Complex in Kissimmee, FL.

Koehnke is the son of Bud Koehnke, head groundskeeper at the Oseola spring training complex. He grew up in Appleton, WI, where his father was recreation director for more than 20 years. As a teenager, the aspiring ball player helped maintain Goodland Field in Appleton, home field of the Class A White Sox Foxes. His success as a player earned him a baseball scholarship to the University of Central Florida. Upon graduation he played professional baseball with the Boise (ID) Hawks for two seasons.

In 1986, the Astros hired Koehnke to help his father at Oseola. This past April he had to decide whether to take a job as a minor league coach for the Cleveland Indians or the position in Atlanta. “I decided to be a major league groundskeeper instead of a minor league coach,” explained Koehnke.

Atlanta/Fulton County Stadium, shared by the Braves and the Falcons, has a P.A.T. System. The Falcons recently announced they will move in 1992 to the Georgia Dome currently under construction.

CORNELL PUBLISHES ATHLETIC FIELD GUIDE

Three turf specialists at Cornell University have teamed up to publish a comprehensive guide to athletic field care titled “Athletic Field Maintenance: A Guide for Sports Turf Managers.” Norman Hummel, Jr., Joseph Neal, and Martin Petrovic each contributed to the publication which is intended primarily for grounds managers at schools and parks.

The guide covers a wide range of topics from establishing and maintaining durable natural turf fields to care of skinned areas. Among the subjects included are field drainage, thatch control, fertilization, turfgrass selection, mowing, irrigation, seeding, and control of weeds, insects and diseases. The focus of the booklet is cultural management of newly seeded, overseeded and established turfgrass areas.

Copies of the guide can be purchased for $3 each by writing: Cornell University Distribution, 7 Research Park, Ithaca, NY 14850.
Buying a commercial mower today is almost like buying an automobile. Each year new models and features make you wonder if you should trade in your old car. Manufacturers keep coming up with specialty vehicles to suit growing target markets. Should you buy a minivan for practical reasons? What about a four-wheel-drive truck that can also take you off road? Then, there’s the thrill of a sports car with high-tech options that tantalize the car buff.

Are we seeking basic transportation, or something beyond? More than likely, we are after both, and that means more than one vehicle.

You hear the car analogy quite often today in the commercial mower industry. There’s a mower for every purpose, and it’s almost impossible for any single mower to completely satisfy all needs of sports turf managers with an equal degree of efficiency and performance.

Manufacturers have begun to realize this. Armed with computer-aided design systems, they are unveiling new models each year that provide improved performance, increased efficiency, and greater operator control and comfort. As a result, distributors have a broader selection of mowing equipment on their showroom floors... and your buying decision becomes tougher.

Justifying the purchase of mowing equipment entails more detailed consideration than in the past. Each improvement adds to the price of professional mowers and usually requires education of both operators and mechanics. Maintenance procedures may change and new spare parts may be needed in your inventory. The sports turf manager must weigh each change in terms of productivity and performance.

To help golf course superintendents and sports turf managers make sense out of many of these changes, we spoke to agronomists, mower manufacturers and turf managers. It’s clear from their remarks that mower selection today is founded on technical as well as performance issues. Furthermore, the mowing needs of a turf manager depend largely on the type of sport played, and in the case of golf, on the location of the turf on the course. They also vary according to the type of turfgrass and the desired height of cut.

"Listening to customers' requests is the key," explains Jeff Mack, vice president of Lesco, Inc., in Rocky River, OH. "The customer is often the innovator, but he depends upon manufacturers to develop the final product. This was the case with lightweight fairway mowers."

Superintendents began to mow bent-grass and bermudagrass fairways with triplex greensmowers because they wanted a greens-like cut without compaction-related problems. Compaction on fairways gives annual bluegrass an edge on bent-grass and Kentucky bluegrass and can slow water infiltration. Aerating fairways frequently to counteract compaction is time consuming and disrupts play. You wouldn't take a heavy mower on greens, so it figures that the same precautions would help fairways.

The obvious problem was that greensmowers weren't designed for fairways. Their 60-inch cutting width, maintenance level, and construction were intended for smooth, low-cut greens... not acres of fairways. Then managers of bermudagrass/ryegrass baseball fields discovered the fine cut of greensmowers and the extra benefit of their "grooming attachments." It became clear that a larger, lightweight mower was needed for these specialized uses.

Lesco responded with the 500 Fairway Mower in 1987. This lightweight mower cuts a 100-inch-wide swath for higher productivity. Jacobsen released its LF100 in 1988 with equal success. Both companies were able to shave nearly 1,000 pounds off comparable five-reel fairway mowers primarily by reducing the weight of the "prime mover", or tractor, and by utilizing lightweight materials where possible. Ransomes will introduce its Fairway 5000 this fall, and Toro has announced it will have its new 223-D lightweight fairway mower ready this coming winter.

"The trick to durability in lightweight equipment," explains Tom Carter, vice president of Jacobsen, "is where you put the weight. The LF-100 was designed from the ground up to place the weight where it was most critical in terms of strength. We also incorporated high-strength, lightweight materials. For example, there are very nice lightweight, water-cooled diesel engines available today. These provide economy and durability."

It's important to note that the demand for lightweight equipment grew because the superintendent and sports turf manager were experimenting to improve specialized turf under their care. Specialized is the key word. Lightweight fairway mowers are...
designed for mowing heights ranging in general from 1/4 to 3/4 inch. They are also limited in their ability to mow severely damaged turf, such as football and soccer fields. They are a specific tool for a specific use.

"You can't really draw a line to separate lightweight mowers from other mowers," states George Kinkead, marketing manager for National Mower Co. "If weight and compaction are your primary concerns, triplex reel mowers are lighter than five-plex models. It just depends upon your budget and how high-tech you want to get." National and Locke pioneered the riding triplex reel mower in this country.

"A lot of sports turf managers who switched to rotaries for efficiency are switching back to reels because they want the look of a reel cut for certain areas," he adds. "They are more inclined to consider a whole range of mowing equipment to achieve both quality and efficiency."

Many of the innovations that have led to improved performance of riding reel mowers were first made on triplex models. Some of these are: reels in front of the wheels, higher frequency of clip, greater maneuverability, all-wheel drive, increased stability on slopes, backlapping, heavy-duty bedknives, hydraulics for lifting reels, and hydrostatic drive. Now turf managers have a choice of the number of blades on each reel, verticut reels, grasscatchers and more.

Examples of triplex mowers are Brouwer's Triplex-376, Deere's 756, Jacobsen's Tri-King, National's 84-inch triplex, Ransomes' Motor 180, and Toro's Turf Pro 84. These improvements were then incorporated into five-reel models to increase productivity. Some examples of five-plex units are Deere's 3325, Jacobsen's HM-11, Ransomes' Motor 350D, and Toro's Reelmaster 350-D. In general, these mowers can mow a swath wider than 11 feet at a cutting height ranging from 3/8 inch to three inches, depending upon the size of the reel. With these mowers sports turf managers can give a high-quality cut to more than seven acres in a single hour.

One factor contributing to the quality of cut by these mowers is frequency of clip. Reel mowers cut with a scissor-like action. Frequency of clip refers to the number of clips made in a given distance. It can be increased a number of ways. The most obvious is to increase the number of blades on a reel. Manufacturers of these mowers offer reels with a range of six to ten blades.

The next way to increase frequency of clip is to boost the speed at which the reels turn. Reel speed can be increased by changing gears in the cutting unit, hiking PTO rpm, or utilizing hydraulic motors to drive the cutting heads. Of course, frequency of clip changes with the rate of forward speed.

"Frequency of clip is mainly important when you are cutting below one inch," points out Dr. James Watson, chief agronomist for Toro. The other thing to keep in mind is that taller turf must be cut with

Ransomes 350D five-plex reel mower.

larger diameter reels. The rule of thumb is the turf must be shorter than half the diameter of the reel.

Reels were first utilized for golf courses and other large turf areas in ground-driven, pull-behind gang units. Reel gangs continue to perform a valuable function for mowing utility turf. They too have benefitted from increased frequency of clip through PTO and hydraulic drive. Brouwer, Deere, Jacobsen, National, Ransomes, Roseman and Toro offer improved reel gang where we provide an improved-quality cut with the important option of allowing a turf tractor to be used for other duties.

Dedicated mowing tractors, such as Jacobsen's HF-15 and Toro's Parkmaster or HTM-175, can easily justify their use by mowing up to 60 acres of turf each working day. Hydraulics have greatly improved the mobility of these tractors as well as their cutting ability.

As the availability of flat sites for golf courses, parks and schools decreases, stability of mowers on slopes is becoming more of a factor. Manufacturers are designing riding mowers with a lower center of gravity, all-wheel drive, and weight transfer mechanisms to increase stability. Bunton, Jacobsen and Lely have also begun to import multi-purpose tractors from Europe that can handle steep slopes with greater safety.

Perhaps the most specialized type of mower in the market today is the greensmower. Superintendents, striving to increase the putting speed of their greens during tournaments, are lowering cutting heights to 3/32 inch. They are also "grooming" or lightly verticutting frequently to eliminate any grain in the short-cut bentgrass or bermudagrass.

To reduce further stress on greens, superintendents are very cautious about compaction. This has revitalized the role of the walk-behind greensmower and led to advanced attachments such as rollers, groomers, combs, brushes and verticutters to prepare the turf immediately ahead of the blades for cutting. Brouwer, Bunton, Deere, Jacobsen, Lesco, Ransomes and Toro are all adapting their walk-behind greensmowers to meet the challenge of extremely low cutting heights.

They are also evaluating the "footprint" and mowing quality of their riding greensmowers. Deere recently introduced a greensmower with offset cutting units to reduce ground compaction problems of daily mowing.

Advances in mowing equipment have not been confined to reel mowers. Out-front rotary mowers have lead the race in productivity with unmatched maneuverability. They also have a lower maintenance requirement than reels. "A reel unit is a precision piece of equipment that must be checked daily," says Mack. Regular adjustment of the bed-knives is necessary and blade sharpening requires special equipment. Rotaries can also take more of a pounding, he states.

Manufacturers have come a long way since the days of belly-mounted rotaries on tractors. By moving the cutting units in front of the tractor and steering with rear wheels instead of front, manufacturers have made great strides in maneuverability. More companies are offering out-front rotaries with zero-turning radius, something impossible with reel units. This is eliminating hours of trim mowing around trees and other objects.

Riding out-front rotaries have progressed continued on page 24
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from sulky-type units to sophisticated multi-purpose prime movers. A few examples are the Cushman Front Line, Deere's 900 series mowers, the Excel Hustler, Gravely's Pro-Master, Jacobsen's Turfcat, Ransomes' Jaguar, the Steiner tractor and the Toro Groundsmaster.

By utilizing rotaries for turf areas where reels are inefficient or cumbersome, the sports turf manager can devote more attention to fine turf under his care. Golf course superintendents can mow roughs dotted with trees, bunkers and lakes in considerably less time than with reels. Athletic field managers can trim around fences, buildings, goals and tracks quickly.

Rotary units can also be ganged on mowing tractors to provide cutting widths up to 15 feet. Hydraulic lift can raise side-mounted cutting units for transport to different sites quickly. Once on location, these large rotary mowers can cut large expanses of rough, parkland or campus turf in the least amount of time.

Hydraulics have allowed blade speed to be independent of ground speed or engine rpm and have eliminated drive belts in many models. Increased blade speed combined with daily blade sharpening results in a cleaner cut. Hydrostatic drive can provide instant forward or reverse with the touch of a pedal. By installing hydraulic motors on each drive wheel, a small turning radius is made possible and traction on slopes and wet areas is improved.

As you will see later in the story, speed translates into productivity. The time gained from efficient mowing can be used either to expand the amount of turf under your care or to allow you the time to increase mowing frequency.

Flail cutting units are beginning to contribute to the productivity of sports turf managers. Both reel and rotary units are limited as to the height and coarseness of grass they can cut. Flails have the ability to mow taller, stemmy turf. The advent of fine-cut flail heads, such as those available on Jacobsen's Turfcat and HR-15, have also improved the quality of cut.

There really is no university research comparing the impact of different types of mowers on turf. Instead, turf managers on their own have pieced together research on compaction, drought tolerance, water use, turf density, optimum cutting height, aesthetics, weed control, and other related subjects. Then they weigh these against productivity, maneuverability, safety, operator comfort and price.

Superintendents and other sports turf managers are in a constant struggle to increase productivity and to meet higher turf standards. Add to this the goals of conserving water, reducing dependence upon pesticides, and keeping pace with the growing demand on sports turf facilities, and you can easily appreciate the huge challenge ahead.

One agronomic principle that can help...
everyone in the industry toward reaching these goals is increased mowing frequency improves turf quality. It increases turf density, conserves water, and results in better playing conditions and appearance.

By mowing turf at its optimal height, many secondary problems, such as weed encroachment, thatch buildup, disease incidence, and clipping disposal are more controllable.

Dr. Robert Shearman, head of the department of agronomy at the University of Nebraska in Lincoln, has performed the most research related specifically to the physiology of mowing. He has investigated how mowing fits into other cultural practices such as irrigation, fertilization, and pesticide applications. His findings point strongly toward increasing mowing frequency.

To improve playing conditions, superintendents and sports turf managers are lowering mowing heights. This increases the stress on the plant, largely by a reduction in root depth. Working from a reduced root system, turfgrass requires more attention in terms of cultural practices such as irrigation, aeration, drainage, fertilization, and applications of herbicides and pesticides.

Shearman has revealed that increased mowing frequency increases shoot density and tissue succulence. Greater density results in improved playing conditions. It also creates a canopy within the turf that reduces evapotranspiration, conserves water and cools the soil. This helps counteract the effects of shorter root depth during periods of high temperature.

By mowing daily, instead of weekly, plant water use can decrease by as much as 30 percent, says Shearman. While daily mowing is impractical for many sports turf managers, increasing frequency to two or three times per week can conserve water. Furthermore, the practice of reducing mowing frequency during the off-season may have an adverse effect on turf density.

Shearman adds that turf water use also increases with mowing height. While a higher cut of cool-season grasses does benefit turf during periods of heat stress, it may be better to maintain it at the original mowing height, increase mowing frequency and use syringing to reduce maximum soil temperatures and heat stress. For bentgrass, he suggests raising mowing heights before periods of heat stress to encourage deeper rooting.

Both Shearman and Watson warn that maintaining turfgrasses below their optimal height for any extended period of time is asking for trouble. Furthermore, turf cut below optimal heights requires intensive maintenance. Raising mowing heights back to optimal levels, especially during periods of high temperature, will not immediately restore root depth. The taller turf will require more water before the root system has had a chance to catch up. "This emphasizes the importance of timing and manipulating mowing height and frequency to benefit playing conditions and turf quality," states Shearman.

In general, optimal cutting heights are 1 1/4 to 1 1/2 inch for Kentucky bluegrass, 3/8 inch for bentgrasses, 3/4 to 1 inch for bermudagrasses and perennial ryegrass, and 2 inches for tall fescues. Individual cultivars vary considerably in their best cutting height. Turfgrass breeders have developed dwarf cultivars of bentgrass, bermudagrass, Kentucky bluegrass and tall fescues. Some growth regulators stimulate certain turfgrasses to favor lateral growth over vertical growth. Also, optimal cutting height varies with temperature.

The ultimate goal of golf course superintendents and sports turf managers is to achieve a combination of quality and playability that fits each particular area under their care. There may be a wide variety of sites, each with its own level of quality and playability. Therefore, no one mower or mowing program is appropriate for all cases.

Efficiency, productivity, quality and playability are derived today from utilizing the right combination of mowing equipment. One cannot be overlooked in an attempt to maximize another. The agronomics of mowing as they relate to the quality and durability of high-use recreational turf provide a strong case for industry professionals to justify their current needs.
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A ll it takes is one bite from an imported red fire ant to appreciate the threat this insect represents to the sports turf industry. Any athlete, spectator or turf manager who ventures near one of many fire ant mounds in the Gulf States is likely to be injured. The problem is so serious that millions of dollars are spent each year in an effort to stop the spread of this painful pest.

Controlling this insect has become a major goal of Dr. Pat Cobb, extension entomologist at Auburn University in Auburn, AL. She says approximately $8 million was spent in Alabama alone last year to control the red fire ant, more than was spent in the same period for the mole cricket. Equally disturbing is the discovery of a new variety of fire ant that has increased cold tolerance. It could extend the ant's range to colder climates.

"We no longer talk of eradication. Today we talk of control," says Dr. Cobb. "Reinfestation is a tremendous problem."

The mechanical, biological and chemical control programs available vary widely in their cost and effectiveness. Mound treatment is most economical for turf areas of less than one acre. "Simply treat mounds whenever they become visible," Cobb advises. "Broadcast treatment isn't justified in most of these situations."

For the athletic turf manager or groundskeeper with an acre or more of lawn, the program that looks the best in terms of cost and labor savings is to broadcast-treat an area in the spring with bait, wait a few days, and then mound-treat with a contact insecticide, according to Cobb. This seems to translate into fewer mound applications throughout the rest of the season.

She recommends this dual approach because it can take several days for new mounds to become visible. A broadcast treatment with a bait like Amdro, Pro-Drone, Affrim or Logic in the spring will control young mounds not yet visible, she said.

After allowing the ants several days to pick up the bait particles and transport them back to the queen inside the mound, Dr. Cobb recommends treating mounds with a contact insecticide. "A material such as acephate (Orthene) or Diazinon will help eliminate the large number of worker ants who might linger for several weeks while the colony is dying out," Cobb advises. "With this program you won't have to mound-treat all summer long. We recommend mound-treating only as reinfestation occurs."

Mound treatment can be administered by drench, injection, fumigation, or a surface application with an insecticidal dust or granular formulation. Although mound injections and mound fumigants are effective, they can also be quite costly.

Dr. Cobb recommends Orthene and Diazinon as effective contact insecticides, because of their quick-acting effectiveness. "In our tests, Orthene dust and Diazinon granules worked faster than other mound treatments we tested," she said. "Orthene dust is also one of the least-expensive mound treatments."

Choosing the best mound treatment for the situation may depend on cultural practices and availability of labor. Cobb advises, "If you choose to mound-treat with a granular material such as Diazinon, it must be watered in immediately after application. By comparison, acephate (Orthene) dust should not be watered in, although it helps if there is some soil moisture present."

If the ground is very wet, or if rain or irrigation occurs immediately after application, ants may not have a chance to pick up Orthene because it is soluble and may dissolve quickly, Dr. Cobb notes. If drought exists, then she recommends irrigating the day before application of Orthene dust.

Cobb cautions that diazinon is prohibited for use on golf courses or sod farms. Orthene, granular chlorpyrifos (Dursban), and granular isofenphos (Oftanol) are three contact insecticides golf course superintendents and sod growers can use for area and/or mound treatment as specified on the label. "Dursban is the only contact that is acceptable for use on certified sod shipped out of the fire ant zone," she adds.

Fire ant infestations are a significant problem on athletic fields in the Southeast for two reasons, Cobb warns.

First, the ants tend to move into sunny areas where traffic is minimal. Cultural practices such as mowing and chemical applications disturb them, causing them to seek other places for their mounds. Therefore, fast-acting insecticides are important.

There are other reasons as well.

In the spring, before fields are mowed on a frequent basis, fire ants establish hundreds of mounds that are hidden by the turf. When the fields are used early in the spring, there is a high incidence of fire ant stings. "That is why we recommend broadcast bait treatment in the spring," Cobb remarks. Increasing mowing frequency earlier in the spring can also help.

The second reason ants are such a problem on southeastern athletic fields is that athletic field managers at schools and parks have considerably less contact with entomologists than do golf course superintendents. As a result, they think in terms of curing an insect problem instead of preventing it.

"Unfortunately," Dr. Cobb concludes, "our control programs today are based mainly on chemical control. Whenever you have chemical control without something biological going for you, it's only going to be temporary. We're hopeful that in the future we'll be able to rely more heavily on integrated management of fire ants, utilizing cultural and biological control. But right now we're limited primarily to an insecticide program."

---

**DUAL APPROACH RECOMMENDED FOR FIRE ANT CONTROL**

Fire ants establish mounds in low maintenance areas.

---

TIPS FROM THE PROS

Fire ant infestations are a significant problem on athletic fields in the Southeast for two reasons, Cobb warns.

First, the ants tend to move into sunny areas where traffic is minimal. Cultural practices such as mowing and chemical applications disturb them, causing them to seek other places for their mounds. Therefore, fast-acting insecticides are important.

There are other reasons as well.

In the spring, before fields are mowed on a frequent basis, fire ants establish hundreds of mounds that are hidden by the turf. When the fields are used early in the spring, there is a high incidence of fire ant stings. "That is why we recommend broadcast bait treatment in the spring," Cobb remarks. Increasing mowing frequency earlier in the spring can also help.

The second reason ants are such a problem on southeastern athletic fields is that athletic field managers at schools and parks have considerably less contact with entomologists than do golf course superintendents. As a result, they think in terms of curing an insect problem instead of preventing it.

"Unfortunately," Dr. Cobb concludes, "our control programs today are based mainly on chemical control. Whenever you have chemical control without something biological going for you, it's only going to be temporary. We're hopeful that in the future we'll be able to rely more heavily on integrated management of fire ants, utilizing cultural and biological control. But right now we're limited primarily to an insecticide program."
Fine Lawn Research proves...
not all Turf-Type Tall Fescues are created equal.

When you want a tall fescue turf that you can be proud of, Finelawn 1 Turf-Type Tall Fescue is the one.

Its bountiful green color and attractive narrow tapering leaves are quick to green up in the spring and maintain density throughout the summer and into the fall. Plus, Finelawn 1 has demonstrated superior tolerance to heat, drought, and some of the nastiest turf diseases. Thoroughly tested beauty, quality and performance, yet economical—Finelawn 1 is the choice when you demand the best in home and professional turfgrass!
ROOKIES

PRODUCT UPDATE

SELF-CONTAINED SPRAYER

The Air Cone Turf Master, from UST Corporation, is a self-contained sprayer featuring six atomizer nozzles that eliminate drift. This improves operator safety as well as the safety of those around the spray area perimeter.

Low-volume application rates enhance spray material efficiency and allow longer spraying ranges. Electronically controlled application gives the operator more flexibility to change rates and vary ground speed to match conditions.

A 20-foot flexing frame follows undulating terrain to ensure proper height of the spray nozzle and eliminate gouging.

The boom features spring loaded breakaways that allow easy maneuverability around trees or signs. The lightweight unit can be pulled by virtually any utility vehicle. Ground pressure is reduced through low-profile flotation tires to approximately seven pounds per square inch when fully loaded.

A 70-gallon cone-bottom tank improves agitation through the use of a hydraulic pump and constant swirling action. This prevents wettable powders from settling out and seeking hidden corners. The cone design assures that all spray materials can be sprayed.

UST CORPORATION
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PORTABLE IRRIGATION SYSTEM

With an eight-hour operation cycle, the RainBoy mini-reel irrigator is designed for economic one-man operation. Features include a retraction speed regulated and controlled water turbine drive.

The constant rotation of the turbine retraction system provides quicker retraction speeds and uniform water application. It uses an optimum 1/2 hp consumption for an average 1/2-inch application.

VALMONT INDUSTRIES, INC.
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SOIL MANAGEMENT AND TURF PROGRAM

The Eco Soil System is an integrated soil management and turf program for golf courses. This soil nutrition program produces healthier turf with deeper root systems, according its developer.

The program begins with soil sampling and lab analysis to determine the present levels of soil nutrients and condition of the soil. Product recommendations and appli...